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Announcing a brand new idea in publishing books for babies: the completely durable, completely

safe Indestructibles. Published on the same paper-like material used in shipping envelopes,

Indestructibles are 100% baby-proof: chew-proof, drool-proof, and rip-proof. That's because

Indestructibles not only will not tear or turn gummy with teething, but they are also completely

washable.Indestructibles are also energetic, beautiful, and created just for baby. The printing

material reproduces color artwork with uncommon depth, and with no residual inkiness; the artwork,

paintings by Kaaren Pixton and reminiscent of Eric Carle, is happy, each page a simple, colorful

image of an animal or bird or insect against a rich, textured background. The effect is 3D-like and

completely visual. There are no words, making each perfect for parents and babies to look at

together, with mom or dad telling the story.Three titles launch the series: Creep! Crawl! about

animals that crawl, Flutter! Fly! about animals that fly, and Wiggle! March! about farm

animalsâ€•books babies can really sink their teeth into.
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Clearly stated in the description, there are no words.But, that doesn't stop my 10 month old from

enjoying her time with this and the other Indestructible books. I really wish there were more books

like these.

My son has chewed and obliterated the corners of most of his books. These really are indestructible



- every adult who comes in contact with them tries to tear them and can't! They are washable and

seriously cannot be chewed or torn. I highly recommend them - these are now part of my standard

gifts for expecting friends.

This book was just okay. I like the Indestructibles in theory and the books with words in them are

great (bright and fun to point out objects and help baby learn words)...but this one is just okay with

one image per page and no words. I knew that going in...but my daughter isn't interested in this one

at all. On the plus side...while I would recommend the books with the babies and words over this

one...the positives about this book are that it is indestructible, it is very thin so it takes up no room in

the diaper bag compared to board books, and the illustrations are cute (even if not very interesting

to my daughter). Maybe at some point in the future my daughter will find it more interesting...but at

18 months old it is a dud.

My daughter loves this book! The pictures are nice and colorful and I love that she can't really hurt

the book. It's great for her to look at in the car, too. We liked this one so much that we bought more!

I have been buying these Indestructibles as gifts for friends' baby showers and first birthdays and

have been getting rave reviews! Parents love the indestructible nature, and the colors and pictures

catch baby's eye and keep him/her interested and dragging those books all over the place. No

words in these books, but parent and baby can look at them together and make up stories! Several

different subjects to chose from in the Indestructibles book line for variety and additional learning!

These are seriously indestructible. we received 2 of them for christmas for our then 5 month old

daughter (now 9 months old), and for the past 4 months she has chewed, wrinkled, spit up on, and

tried everything to demolish these books and other than being wrinkled there aren't any damage to

them. Other baby books that we have are ripped, ruined by slobber, or the plastic ones get pretty

gross because the pages get stuck together with saliva or water and start to smell, these are

nothing like that. i would highly recommend these to anyone this babies or toddlers

I have several of these book and my 7 month old loves them! He chews and crumples and flails

them around. Bright colors, cool texture and totally indestructables. Still feels like paper, it's

amazing. The "flutter fly" book is the prettiest. Good for tots under 1, no words just pictures.



I almost didn't order based on some reviews. My daughter loves her book. The images mage her

laugh and she's small enough to not need words all the time. She crumples and chews the book

and it's not ruined!!
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